Jack Doran - Has the renewable sector seen sustainable growth?

Cop 26 has the aim of increasing climate ambition, build resilience and lower emissions. This aim as set forward by the UK, focuses on clean transport, energy, nature-based solutions, adaptation, resilience, and finance. I will focus on clean energy. The data that I have chosen is a chart showing global trends in renewable energy investment in 2018 published by the UN environment programme. This table shows the data for since 2004, this allows sustainability in renewable investment to be concluded. This also allows the sectors and regions that require investment the most to be identified. I will focus on who invests, where and how.

The first area I am looking at will be the investment by sector as this should initially evaluate the most financially sustainable method of clean energy production from 2004 to 2018. The data shows firstly that per year since 2004 to 2018 investment compound annual growth rate in clean energy sources is 14%. This shows that climate investment has been sustainable as a whole with investments between 2004 and 2018 growing, with investments increasing per year. This shows the story that climate change and the high emissions from coal, gas and oil are being realised and that there is appetite to change and also that the clean energy sector is growing. The chart also shows the most financially sustainable sources with positive growth which shows the viability of the source as energy. Looking at this purely from a CAGR point of view would be solar however solar say a 22% negative growth in 2017-18, however looking at growth 2017 and 2018 and CAGR marine energy is the most sustainable because it has the smallest difference between CAGR and 2017-2018 growth. This shows that firstly solar though it has a high CAGR has been profitable and successful for investors, however the 2017-2018 statistic shows us that Solar power probably has reached peak efficiency. However marine energy has though been profitable and successful is continuing to grow this shows that marine energy has not yet become fully efficient. This shows however that growth has been sustained but the relatively high profits show that it has been successful and is operable at the moment, this identifies marine energy as the most likely to succeed.

The second area to look at is geographic region. Looking at the data by growth and CAGR, shows the higher the CAGR the lower the investment by the country is. This shows that the greatest returns
and growth on the investments are on the lower investments. So the regions that have the highest growth are the middle east and Africa at 27% CAGR and China at 30%. This shows that the greatest increase in investment is required in these areas. This is partly for reasons of geography firstly the middle east and Africa are where there are large oil deposits and China coal deposits. This means that it is more expensive to develop new solutions than using existing systems. The investment decline is however not due to income of the country, as the UK COP26 aim which wants to help finance projects in MEDC’s, but however on the proximity to other sources. The USA is an example with 16% CAGR which is over two times the 7% CAGR of Europe which has similar levels of income. So the areas that need the most investment are the largest non renewable fuel owners. This is because of a strong power the owners have in countries government like the USA oil Lobby, but also the cheaper cost of using the current sources. This reduces sustainability due to alternate energy only be introduced after expending current resources, this could cause recession and economic problems due to quick energy system change. COP 26 should then be used to encourage implementation to being earlier rather than later.

The final area to look at will be who and how. This will look at technology development and scale up because this is current stage which the majority of projects are at. Firstly technology development is increasingly being done by existing projects and companies as seen by venture capital having a -73% growth between 2017 and 2018. This shows that clean energy development is past the start up stage, this shows sustainability because businesses are able to grow and move out of the start up stage. The as of 2018 corporate research and development has overtaken government research development, with corporate supplying 7.6 billion dollars. This again is a sign of sustainability, corporations are driven by profit and for government reasearch which is heavily subsidised to be replaced shows economic incentives for clean energy. This is important because by corporations being involved sustainability is achievable and likely with the large sums of money being placed in it which shows corporate confidence in the clean energy capabilities. However the scale up method shows confidence still. The public market is at 6.0 billion dollars compared to private at 1.8. This shows two positive factors in relation to sustainability. Firstly clean energy companies have grown large enough to enter the public market and enter the stock market. This shows that energy companies are succeeding in developing. This shows that companies of clean energy can keep sustainable growth. The private investment figure also shows that there are high amounts of projects which have left r and d and have moved into being functional companies.

In conclusion I believe that clean energy will develop through investment and become a viable alternative to gas, oil and coal. I believe that though investment is high and companies are sustainable. I believe that the clean energy economy is sustainable and can grow and function as a competitive market. financial aid, through COP26, will be needed for the implementation of projects. This shows COP 26 should become a forum for ideas about project implementation.
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